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Week 3 

Sunday January 11th, 2015 
      

5:20 am Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 
no subtitles.   

 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:00 am PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news 

and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. (An 
SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
11:00 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:30 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Kung Fu Kitchen - Kung Fu Tea: China - This action-packed culinary series delves into 

the highly disciplined cooking methods of some of Asia's best-known dishes. From knife-
juggling in Japanese teppanyaki to the acrobatics of kung fu tea in China, a group of 
novice chefs are stretched to the limit as they have to learn brand new food preparation 
techniques in a matter of days. (From Singapore, in English) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
1:30 pm Kung Fu Kitchen - Mochi: Japan - This action-packed culinary series delves into the 

highly disciplined cooking methods of some of Asia's best-known dishes. From knife-
juggling in Japanese teppanyaki to the acrobatics of kung fu tea in China, a group of 
novice chefs are stretched to the limit as they have to learn brand new food preparation 
techniques in a matter of days. (From Singapore, in English) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   
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2:00 pm Foodie Planet - Destination Scotland - Globetrotting French gourmet Julie Andrieu 
takes a culinary tour of some of the world's most interesting and scenic places. In this 
episode, Julie travels to Scotland, home of whisky and haggis, the famous stuffed sheep-
belly dish. But Scotland has so much more to offer, as Julie finds out on her journey from 
Edinburgh to Aberdeen. (From France, in French) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
3:00 pm Jimmy And The Giant Supermarket - Meatballs - Rare breed pig farmer Jimmy 

Doherty goes inside Britain's biggest supermarket, Tesco, to come up with innovative 
ideas to produce equally cheap but higher-welfare alternatives to their best-selling meat 
products. In the first episode, Jimmy tries to transform Tesco's own brand meatballs. In 
doing so, he spots an opportunity to tackle one of dairy farming's biggest secrets - the 
killing each year of tens of thousands of male dairy calves because there's no market for 
them. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 3) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:00 pm Rhod Gilbert's Work Experience - Hairdresser - Stand-up comic Rhod Gilbert tries out 

some proper jobs. This time he goes straight from the stage to the hair and beauty salon. 
Is Rhod 'salon ready' to be let loose on real customers? Rhod tries out an all-over spray 
tan and perfects the Rhod Gilbert bob - with hair-raising results. (Part 3 of 4) (From the 
UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:30 pm Parks And Recreation - The Reporter - Leslie is excited with the news that a reporter 

from the Pawnee Journal is going to come out and do a story about her park project. 
Leslie also uses this as an opportunity to grab a bite with her former flame Mark and pick 
his brain on how to handle the media. (From the US) (Comedy series) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:00 pm Parks And Recreation - Boy’s Club - Ann is excited to see the pit already has six 

friends on its social media profile, including Mark, whose page is covered with photos of 
him partying with young girls. Leslie thinks it's about time she and Ann busted up Mark 
and his little boys' club, so the women join them for a beer. Leslie is convinced she's 
breaking some glass ceilings and finally feels like one of the guys. (From the US) 
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:25 pm Bollywood Star - Only 24 finalists remain from the hundreds of hopefuls who came to 

Sydney to compete for the prize of a lifetime - a part in a Bollywood film. Now the 
pressure increases as the 24 finalists are invited back for three gruelling rounds of final 
auditions. By the end of the day, this group will be cut in half, with only twelve contestants 
moving forward. Then, after further testing, the judges must ultimately decide on a final 
six to send to India, and the next stage of the competition. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Part 2 of 4) (Rpt) PG CC   
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6:25 pm India's Dancing Superstar - India’s Dance Superstar is the ultimate dance battle 
between the nation’s best dancers, as they perform to win the hearts of the country, with 
their superlative talent. The show’s philosophy is simple: dance is an expression of 
emotion and so everybody who has a passion for dance is welcome to perform on the 
show. Showcasing the best solo dancers and groups India’s Dance Superstar covers all 
styles from Bollywood to hip-hop, and contemporary to Latin. Judges include Ashley 
Lobo, who trained at Sydney Dance Company, Choreographer Geeta Kapur, and actor 
Riteish Deshmukh. (From India, in Hindi & English) (Entertainment) G CC **New 
Episode**   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:30 pm South Park - Medicinal Fried Chicken - The new state law in Colorado says it's okay to 

smoke marijuana if you have a doctor's note. So Randy decides he's going to be the first 
in line for some, except without anything wrong with him, he's turned away and must 
come up with a medical malady to get his hands on the drug. Meanwhile, Cartman will do 
anything to get his beloved fried chicken restaurant back. (From the US) (Animated 
Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A,D) CC   

 
9:00 pm South Park - You Have 0 Friends - Even though Stan and Kyle have been friends for 

years, it doesn't mean anything if Stan won't 'friend' him on Facebook. Kyle 'friended' the 
wrong person so now all his other friends are deserting him left and right. With his 
problem getting worse by the minute, Kyle turns to the one person who's always been 
there for him. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S)   

 
9:30 pm Danger 5 - Johnny Hitler - Hitler has infiltrated a high school in the American mid-west 

in search of a female senior student. His motives are unknown. Danger 5 are forced to go 
undercover and back to school, where Tucker’s teaching skills are pushed to the limit, 
Pierre’s coolness is put to the test and Jackson is hunted by a ruby-eyed wolf man with a 
machine gun and a grudge. (S.2,Ep.2) (Commissioned by SBS) (Comedy/Action Series) 
MA(V,S,N,D) **New Episode**   

 
10:00 pm Extra Time: Asian Cup Highlights - This weekly A League highlights show includes a 

weekly wrap-up which will include player interviews and match analysis. Hosted by Lucy 
Zelic and co-hosted by David Zdrilic. (An SBS Production)   

 
11:00 pm In Her Skin - Mystery, love, scandal, a psychic dog called Pacho, two murdered souls 

fighting for the control of one body, plus an attractive Spanish man called Deigo. New 
series In Her Skin is one of USA Spanish language network Telemundo’s most addictive, 
action packed telenovelas. (From USA, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M(S,A,V)   
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11:55 pm Free Radio - The Temp - Emo Sarah gets called for jury duty and a hot temporary 
replacement is brought in. The hot temp likes Lance, but Kalen the new intern may get in 
the way. (From the US) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(L)   

 
12:20 am 24 Hours In Emergency - Mum - A woman with a weak immune system owing to the 

radiotherapy she underwent for breast cancer is bitten by her cat, a minor injury that 
could cause her serious problems. A 71-year-old with terminal cancer is brought in with 
breathing difficulties and a decision must be made about whether to resuscitate her if her 
condition worsens. Meanwhile, a 12-year-old translates for his Brazilian grandmother and 
a five-year-old has her head wound stitched. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) 
M (A) CC   

 
1:15 am Movie: Sunstorm - When attorney Rebecka Martinsson receives a call that her pastor 

brother has been murdered, and his former wife, Sanna, has been charged with the 
crime, Rebecka heads to her hometown to defend her. While investigating the crime, 
Rebecka comes up against the bigoted religious fanatics that worship in the local church. 
Directed by Leif Lindblom and stars Izabella Scorupco, Mikael Persbrandt and Andre 
Olsson. (From Sweden, in Swedish) (Crime/Mystery) (2007) (Rpt) M (V,A)   

 
3:05 am CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 

no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Iron Chef – Salmon: Nakamura V Bernard le Prince - This is not a program for learning 

how to cook. It is a feverish competition among world-class chefs "with the over-the-top 
appeal of pro wrestling". The ingredients are unconventional; the preparations are sheer 
genius. Iron Chef pushes the boundaries of taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) 
G CC   
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4:55 pm Urban Freestyler - Al Johnson - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban 
landscape watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. 
(From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G   

 
5:00 pm Extra Time: Asian Cup Highlights - This weekly A League highlights show includes a 

weekly wrap-up which will include player interviews and match analysis. Hosted by Lucy 
Zelic and co-hosted by David Zdrilic. (An SBS Production)   

 
6:00 pm Community - Intro to Political Science - Follows a group of misfits at a community 

college in Greendale, Colorado. Anticipating a visit from the Vice President, Dean Pelton 
holds an election for student body president. An idealistic Annie decides to run, but Jeff 
decides to run against her to show just how stupid politics can be. Stars Joel McHale, 
Gillian Jacobs and Chevy Chase. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:30 pm Mythbusters - Killer Ping Pong Ball / Ice Cannon - The Mythbusters crew return to 

bring the sexy back to science. Adam Savage and Jamie Hyneman, along with their 
fellow science super geeks Kari, Tory and Grant push their expertise to the limit as they 
mix, concoct, launch, explode, race, smash, shake, inflate, crash and bang their way 
through a bunch of brand new experiments as they separate fact from fiction. In tonight's 
series return, Adam and Jamie tackle the tall tale that supersonic ping-pong can go 
lethally wrong! Meanwhile, Kari, Grant and Tory tackle the ballistic mystery from history 
Ice Cannon. (Series Return) (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:30 pm Derren Brown: Infamous - Multi award-winning psychological illusionist Derren Brown 

returns in the recording of his acclaimed live show ‘Infamous’. Featuring Derren at his 
baffling best with the excitement of a live theatre audience, Infamous includes amazing, 
provocative, jaw dropping demonstrations of his incredible skills of magic, suggestion, 
showmanship and misdirection in a must-watch roller coaster of emotions. (From the UK) 
(Entertainment Series) G CC **Premiere**    

 
9:55 pm Lost Girl - Table For Fae - As Bo investigates a rejuvenation clinic that is selling the 

youth from humans to its aging Fae clientele, Kenzi looks to protect her new boyfriend 
from the Morrigan. Meanwhile, arresting the son of a friend of the mayor lands Dyson in 
trouble. (S.2,Ep.15) (From Canada) (Drama Series) M(S) **New Episode** 

 
10:45 pm @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   
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11:15 pm In Her Skin - Mystery, love, scandal, a psychic dog called Pacho, two murdered souls 
fighting for the control of one body, plus an attractive Spanish man called Deigo. New 
series In Her Skin is one of USA Spanish language network Telemundo’s most addictive, 
action packed telenovelas. (From USA, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M(S,A,V)   

 
12:10 am Life Support - This is the program that tells you exactly how to live your life. A satirical, 

sometimes dark look at Australian life, as seen through the omnipresent lens of the 
Television Lifestyle Show. With a sexy young team of experts on hand to advise on every 
aspect of life and living, you'll never need to watch any other lifestyle program again. 
(From Australia, in English) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A,S) CC WS   

 
12:40 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Dusty Gozongas - The hottest stripper at the Wild Wild 

Chest creates tension between Shake and Carl. (From the US) (Animated Comedy 
Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A,V)   

 
12:55 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - T-Shirt Of The Living Dead - The misadventures of a 

milkshake, an order of fries, a meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the 
suburbs of New Jersey. This episode, an ancient Egyptian t-shirt gives Meatwad 
unfathomable powers. Special guest appearance by Santa Claus. (From the US) 
(Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A)   

 
1:10 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Hypno-Germ - The misadventures of a milkshake, an order 

of fries, a meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New Jersey. 
When Hypno-Germs invade Shake's brain, they put on a theatrical disaster in his head. 
(From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A)   

 
1:25 am Movie: Victoria In Dover - When young Victoria is crowned the Queen of England in 

1837, she aims to do her best in order to help her country prosper. However, the family 
and her trusted advisor, Lord Melbourne, plan marriage for her. She is to get married to 
the German prince, Albert. But Victoria sees her future differently and decides to leave 
London for a few days and travel to Paris incognito. Directed by Ernst Marischka and 
stars Romy Schneider, Adrian Hoven and Magda Schneider. (From Germany, in 
German) (Drama) (1954) (Rpt)     

 
3:25 am RT News In English From Moscow - RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and 

current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in 

Kyiv, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Iron Chef – Lobster: Sakai V Pierre Gagnaire - This is not a program for learning how 

to cook. It is a feverish competition among world-class chefs 'with the over-the-top appeal 
of pro wrestling'. The ingredients are unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. 
Iron Chef pushes the boundaries of taste. (From Japan, English narration) G CC   
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4:55 pm Knife Fight - Beef Forequarter - Portland's Master Butcher Adam Sappington meets 
Kansas City's James Beard award winning chef Michael Smith in an epic pasta-beef 
battle. With a kitchen filled with surprises and semolina flour and a solid quarter of a cow, 
one can only imagine the possible outcomes. Will the known pasta expert be able to keep 
up with the expert butcher and his saw? Find out whose dishes will take home the 
winner's knife. (From the US) (Food/Entertainment) PG **New Episode**   

 
5:25 pm The Office - Back From Vacation - Michael returns from his holiday in Jamaica with an 

interesting photograph that is soon circling the office. Meanwhile, Pam gets caught in the 
middle of an argument between Jim and Karen. Stars Steve Carell, Rainn Wilson and 
John Krasinski. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:50 pm The Office - Travelling Salesmen - Following a suggestion from Andy, Michael has the 

staff work together on sales calls, and discovers a few things about his employees in the 
process. Stars Steve Carell, Rainn Wilson and John Krasinski. (From the US) (Comedy 
Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:15 pm Community - Custody Law and Eastern European Diplomacy - Follows a group of 

misfits at a community college in Greendale, Colorado. In this episode, Jeff uses Shirley's 
parental rights waiver against Chang as a way to get Chang out of the apartment, while 
Britta is afraid to tell Abed and Troy that their new friend is a war criminal. Stars Joel 
McHale, Gillian Jacobs and Chevy Chase. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:40 pm American Ninja Warrior - American Ninja Warrior is the ultimate obstacle course. Watch 

each week to see who earns a chance to win $500,000 cash. (From the US) 
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:30 pm American Weed - Pot or Not - Where there's smoke, there's fire! Find out what happens 

when a small town must decide whether or not to legalise a budding industry. (From the 
US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,D)   

 
9:30 pm Movie: The Girl Who Played With Fire - In the sequel to award-winning Swedish thriller 

'The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo', computer hacker Lisbeth and journalist Mikael 
investigate a sex-trafficking ring. However Lisbeth is accused of three murders, causing 
her to go on the run while Mikael works to clear her name. (From Sweden, in Swedish) 
(Film) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) (class tba)    

 
11:50 pm @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   
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12:20 am Tim And Eric's Awesome Show, Great Job! - A fast paced, absurd collection of short 
films, parodies, animations, pranks and musical numbers, featuring the talents of a host 
of comedians, celebrities, bad actors and pets. Created by and stars Tim Heidecker and 
Eric Wareheim. (From the US) Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S,L)   

 
12:30 am Tim And Eric's Awesome Show, Great Job! - A fast paced, absurd collection of short 

films, parodies, animations, pranks and musical numbers, featuring the talents of a host 
of comedians, celebrities, bad actors and pets. Created by and stars Tim Heidecker and 
Eric Wareheim. (From the US) Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S,L)   

 
12:45 am Tim And Eric's Awesome Show, Great Job! - A fast paced, absurd collection of short 

films, parodies, animations, pranks and musical numbers, featuring the talents of a host 
of comedians, celebrities, bad actors and pets. Created by and stars Tim Heidecker and 
Eric Wareheim. (From the US) Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S,L)   

 
1:00 am The Dudesons In America - Winter Games - Being from the Arctic cold of Finland, the 

Dudesons are no strangers to freezing conditions and pride themselves on kicking ass in 
winter sports. But there can only be one ‘King of the Mountain’, so they have devised a 
series of stunts to test who among them is worthy of attempting a huge final stunt: 
jumping a car from a snow kicker and doing a 360 spin! The locals and a surprise 
mystery guest will watch as the Dudesons go for it in big mountain country. (From the 
US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) MA (A)   

 
1:25 am Movie: Three Colours: Blue - Julie's life is shattered after a horrific car accident kills her 

husband  a famous composer  and her five-year-old daughter. She sells all her 
belongings  moves away and makes a decision to do absolutely nothing from then on. 
She wants no friends  no memories  nothing that might hurt her. But life catches on  and 
she's slowly drawn to Oliver, a friend and colleague of her dead husband and she helps 
him finish the masterpiece her husband started. (From France, in French) (Movie) 
(Drama) (1993) (Rpt) M(A)   

 
3:10 am France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs 

television from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in 

Kyiv, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Iron Chef – Shiba Shrimp: Chen V Takashi Saito - The Iron Chef is not a program for 

learning how to cook. It is a feverish competition among world-class chefs "with the over-
the-top appeal of pro-wrestling". The ingredients are unconventional; the preparations are 
sheer genius. The Iron Chef pushes the boundaries of taste and this week the special 
ingredient is the prawn. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC   
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4:55 pm Knife Fight - Octopus - Season one winner Ricardo Zarate returns to the kitchen to 
defend his reign against Los Angeles area Fig restaurant Executive Chef Ray Garcia in a 
super-close battle for the title. With octopus, alpaca and high-quality mangalitsa pork fat 
as the night's special ingredients, there's no telling what will happen. With 1 hour on the 
clock and 2 dishes on the line, will either of them be able to pull off a 3rd dish and the win 
for the night? (From the US) (Entertainment) PG **New Episode**   

 
5:25 pm The Office - The Return - Oscar Martinez returns to the office after a prolonged vacation 

with his boyfriend Gill and Michael predictably throws a stereotypical Mexican party to 
celebrate. Meanwhile, Jim turns to Karen and Pam to plan a prank on a new victim. 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:55 pm The Office - Ben Franklin - Following bad advice from his friend Todd Packer, Michael 

invites a stripper and a Benjamin Franklin impersonator to Phyllis's wedding shower. 
Stars Steve Carell, Rainn Wilson and John Krasinski. (From the US) (Comedy Series) 
(Rpt) PG   

 
6:20 pm Community - Critical Film Studies - Follows a group of misfits at a community college 

in Greendale, Colorado. In this episode, Jeff's Pulp Fiction-themed surprise party for 
Abed is spoiled when Abed tells him over dinner that he's done with pop culture. But is 
this confession actually just part of another movie homage? Stars Joel McHale, Gillian 
Jacobs and Chevy Chase. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:45 pm American Ninja Warrior - American Ninja Warrior is the ultimate obstacle course. Watch 

each week to see who earns a chance to win $500,000 cash. (From the US) 
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:30 pm Movie: Red Dawn - It is the dawn of World War III. In mid-western America, a group of 

teenagers band together to defend their town, and their country, from invading Soviet 
forces. (From the US) (Movie) (Drama) (1984) M(V,L) (Rpt)    

 
10:15 pm Movie: River's Edge - A high school slacker kills his girlfriend and shows off her dead 

body to his friends. However, the friends' reaction is almost as ambiguous and perplexing 
as the crime itself. Starring  Crispin Glover, Keanu Reeves and Ione Skye. (From the US) 
(Movie) (Drama) (1986) MA(D,A)    
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12:00 am Robot Chicken - The Deep End - In this twisted take on pop culture, action figures come 
to life in a series of comedy sketches. Tonight, seven of the world's greatest superheroes 
stop being polite and start getting real when they are forced to live under one roof. 
Meanwhile, Jesus Christ hunts down his greatest nemesis, and the legends of rock 'n' roll 
return from beyond the grave to haunt a reality show. (From the US) (Animated Comedy 
Series) (Rpt) M (S,V)   

 
12:10 am Robot Chicken - S & M Present -   In this twisted take on pop culture, action figures 

come to life in a series of comedy sketches. The Yakuza come to kill N*Sync, but leave 
Joey Fatone alive. The last surviving member of N*Sync must avenge his murdered 
bandmates in a deadly martial arts tournament. (From the US) (Animated Comedy 
Series) (Rpt) M (S,V)   

 
12:25 am Robot Chicken - Badunkadunk - In this twisted take on pop culture, action figures come 

to life in a series of comedy sketches The roller-coaster celebrity life of the Incredible 
Hulk is profiled in "Hollywood Spotlight." The Masters of the Universe are rocked by a 
Paris Hilton-style sex tape. Michael Jackson returns from space to confront his n'er-do-
well alter ego in "Where's Michael?" (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M 
(S,D)   

 
12:40 am The Dudesons In America - Action Heroes - The Dudesons love Hollywood action films 

so much they decide to re-enact some of Hollywood’s biggest on-screen stunts. Whether 
its flipping a car like in their favourite Bond movie or running from a gigantic boulder like 
Indiana Jones, the Dudesons revel in the opportunity to live life like their on-screen 
heroes. Finally, the Dudesons get to live out their movie dreams in real life as they visit 
the set of Jackass 3 for an enormous cinematic spectacle! (From the US) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) MA (A)   

 
1:10 am Movie: How I Ended This Summer - In the isolation of a Russian Arctic island, two men 

carry out their work at a meteorological station. Sergei, a gruff man in his fifties, has been 
joined by fresh faced Pavel for the rest of the summer. The two men have little in 
common, and tend to keep to themselves. That all changes when Sergei is out fishing 
one day, and Pavel receives distressing news about Sergei’s family. Deciding to keep the 
news a secret, their relationship is torn apart by lies and suspicion against a lonely 
backdrop of desolate cliffs and icy winds. Winner of Berlin International Film Festival. 
(From Russia, in Russian) (Movie) (Drama) (2010) M(L)   

 
3:25 am DW News In English From Berlin - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Iron Chef – Matsutake Mushroom: Sakai V Masamitsu Takahashi - The Iron Chef is 

not a program for learning how to cook. It is a feverish competition among world-class 
chefs "with the over-the-top appeal of pro-wrestling" and a sport-like running 
commentary. The ingredients are unconventional, the preparations are sheer genius. The 
Iron Chef pushes the boundaries of taste. This week the ingredient revealed is the 
Matsutake mushroom. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) CC   
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4:55 pm Knife Fight - Eels - Seattle chef Jason Wilson and good friend Greg Denton of Portland 

match wits in a battle of Northwest titans! See who prepares juniper berries, chicken 
gizzards and Conger eel best in the tightest competition in the show's history. (From the 
US) (Entertainment) PG **New Episode**   

 
5:25 pm The Office - Phyllis's Wedding - Michael causes problems at Phyllis's wedding, and she 

begins to regret giving him so much responsibility. Stars Steve Carell, Rainn Wilson and 
John Krasinski. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:50 pm The Office - Business School - Michael is asked by Ryan to fill the role of guest 

speaker at his business school. Stars Steve Carell, Rainn Wilson and John Krasinski. 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:15 pm Community - Competitive Wine Tasting - Follows a group of misfits at a community 

college in Greendale, Colorado. When a beautiful woman rejects him in favour of Pierce, 
Jeff is convinced she must have ulterior motives. Meanwhile, Troy invents a painful 
childhood memory in order to attract Britta, and Abed feuds with his professor over 
‘Who's the Boss?’. Stars Joel McHale, Gillian Jacobs and Chevy Chase. (From the US) 
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:40 pm American Ninja Warrior - American Ninja Warrior is the ultimate obstacle course. Watch 

each week to see who earns a chance to win $500,000 cash. (From the US) 
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:30 pm South Park - The Return Of The Fellowship Of The Ring To The Two Towers - The 

boys are playing characters from The Lord of the Rings when Stanley's parents issue 
them a quest to return the Lord of the Rings video to Butters. Stanley's parents plan to 
make love while watching a porno movie, but the videos get switched and Butters sees 
some of the wrong one. He becomes mildly disturbed. On the way back, some sixth 
graders accost the boys, who now seek advice from the whole 'council'. The boys arrive 
in Bailey, with Butters, the sixth graders and the parents in hot pursuit. At the video store, 
Butters won't let go of the video. (From the US, in English) (Animated Comedy Series) 
(Rpt) M (A,S) CC   

 
9:00 pm Danger 5 - Johnny Hitler - Hitler has infiltrated a high school in the American mid-west 

in search of a female senior student. His motives are unknown. Danger 5 are forced to go 
undercover and back to school, where Tucker’s teaching skills are pushed to the limit, 
Pierre’s coolness is put to the test and Jackson is hunted by a ruby-eyed wolf man with a 
machine gun and a grudge. (S.2,Ep.2) (Commissioned by SBS) (Comedy/Action Series) 
MA(V,S,N,D) **New Episode**      
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9:30 pm Death Row - Hank Skinner - Internationally renowned filmmaker Werner Herzog 

embarks on a dialogue with prisoners on Texas' death row and lets them tell their stories. 
In this episode, Herzog talks to Hank Skinner. Skinner was sentenced to death 18 years 
ago for the fatal stabbing of his girlfriend and her two mentally impaired sons. When he 
was arrested, Skinner claims that he was so intoxicated that he could not even stand 
when he was apprehended, and that an unknown intruder must have been the 
perpetrator. (From Germany, in English) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 4) (Rpt) M (A) 
CC   

 
10:30 pm @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
11:00 pm Gunther's E.R. - Massive Blood Loss - In a series of master classes, Doctors Gunther 

von Hagens and John Heyworth recreate serious injuries on human bodies. Tonight they 
reveal the effect of massive blood loss from different parts of the body and show what 
doctors, nurses and first-aiders can do, working against the clock, to try to preserve life. 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA (A,N)   

 
11:55 pm Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Carl - Spacegate World - Carl is left to babysit Dewey, 

Vanessa, and Boxy Brown while the Aqua Teens are away on vacation. (From the US) 
(Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A,V)   

 
12:10 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Dirtfoot - The misadventures of a milkshake, an order of 

fries, a meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New Jersey. 
Shake pretends to fall down a well, where he meets the legendary New Jersey monster 
known as Dirtfoot. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A,V)   

 
12:20 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Boost Mobile - The misadventures of a milkshake, an order 

of fries, a meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New Jersey. 
Shake sells himself out to Boost Mobile, and now is forced to endlessly plug the service. 
(From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A)   

 
12:35 am The Dudesons In America - American Jock - America is a country obsessed with 

sports, and the Dudesons want to understand what it’s all about by immersing 
themselves in all things sport. After splitting up into teams, the Dudesons will compete in 
a series of escalating stunts, including everything from racing one another in a gator filled 
pool, fighting one another indoors with high pressure fire hoses, and competing to see 
how many times they can flip a car. Finally, the winning team will get the chance to 
attempt the first-ever front car flip! (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) MA (A)   
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1:00 am Movie: Red Cliff - Part 1 - The first chapter of legendary director John Woo's two-part 

action epic centring on politics and war in 3rd century China. Scheming and manipulative 
prime minister Cao Cao is attempting to unify the country, and in doing so overthrow the 
authority of a young and politically impotent emperor. Winner of five 2009 Hong Kong 
Film Awards. Stars Tony Leung, Takeshi Kaneshiro and Fengyi Zhang. (From China, in 
Mandarin) (Epic) (2008) (Part 1 of 2) (Rpt) MAV (V) CC   

 
3:35 am NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics, 

business, culture, entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am DW Global 3000 - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Iron Chef – Pumpkin: Chen V Kouji Kobayashi - The Iron Chef is not a program for 

learning how to cook. It is a feverish competition among world-class chefs "with the over-
the-top appeal of pro-wrestling". The ingredients are unconventional; the preparations are 
sheer genius. The Iron Chef pushes the boundaries of taste. (From Japan, English 
narration) (Rpt) G CC   
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4:55 pm Knife Fight - Whole Goose - It's a southern showdown! Best friends Kelly English of 
Memphis and Tandy Wilson of Nashville compete in an all-out battle. On top of this 
episode's special ingredients goose, beef tendon and heirloom carrots, the duo have 
placed a special wager on the chopping block. Find out who will be taking home the 
winner's knife--and their facial hair. (From the US) (Entertainment) PG **New Episode**  

 
5:20 pm The Office - Cocktails - Michael and Jan reveal their secret romance at the office party 

as everyone lets their hair down for happy hour, and Jim meets Karen's ex. Stars Steve 
Carell, Rainn Wilson and John Krasinski. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:45 pm The Office - The Negotiation - Michael and Darryl head to Dunder Mifflin headquarters 

to lobby for a pay increase. Meanwhile, Jim must deal with the consequences of Pam's 
confession to Roy. (Comedy Series) (From the US) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:10 pm Community - Paradigms of Human Memory - As the study group gathers to assemble 

their 20th and final Anthropology diorama of the year, they begin reminiscing about their 
favourite times together - including a trip they made to a western ghost town, a last 
minute glee club performance, and the array of costumes that Dean Pelton has managed 
to wear over the year. Stars Joel McHale, Gillian Jacobs and Chevy Chase. (From the 
US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:35 pm Mythbusters - Herding Cats/Full Of Crap/Greased Pig - On this Mythsion Impossible 

Episode, the MythBusters try to 'Herd cats' and 'catch a greased pig', but will these 
implausible idioms turn out to be true, or can the MythBusters make the impossible 
possible? (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
8:30 pm Ali G: Remixed - Ali G:Remixed features star creator and writer Sacha Baron Cohen 

giving new original introductions to every episode of BAFTA Award winning series Da Ali 
G Show, as well as The Best of Ali G. Ali G is a white English suburbanite fully immersed 
in hip hop and Jamaican culture and enrages his politically active and powerful guests 
with stupid questions. The other characters featured in the series are the Kazakhstani TV 
reporter Borat, who cheerfully expresses his love of porn, his hatred for the Jews and his 
general indifference to the death of his wife, and the superficial Austrian fashion expert 
Brüno, who often talks up heartless fashionistas and makes macho men uncomfortable 
with his blatant homosexuality. (From the UK) (Comedy) M(S,L)   
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8:55 pm Nathan For You - Liquor Store/Exterminator/Car Wash - Nathan comes up with a way 
to sell alcohol to minor, helps an exterminator land a hotel contract and uses birds to 
draw customers to a car wash. (From the US) (Comedy/Sketch) PG **New Episode**    

 
9:20 pm Sex In The World's Cities - Stockholm - In Stockholm, anything goes, except what's 

forbidden. The Swedish capital, known for its open-mindedness, knows how to cultivate a 
paradox.   Prostitution is authorised, but being a client of one is forbidden. From primary 
school, sex education lessons are given to children, detailing the mechanics of 
reproduction, pleasure and physiognomy. As for couples, they make love with all the 
lights on. (From France, in English) (Documentary) MA(S) **New Episode**      

 
10:20 pm @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
10:50 pm Miss Pole Dance Australia: Blood, Sweat & Sequins - This observational documentary 

follows three women as they face daily presumptions about who they are and what they 
do. Cleo, Chelle and Miss Philly are battling it out to be Miss Pole Dance Australia 2012. 
This is a chance to change their lives and challenge the stereotypical views that even 
some of their loved ones hold. With a soundtrack featuring some of Australia's rising 
musical talent, this intimate documentary captures these women's lives and challenges 
the preconceptions of pole dancing. (From Australia) (Documentary) (Rpt) M (L)   

 
11:50 pm Him And Her - The Disco - The wedding day draws on into the evening, and the guests 

take to the dance floor as the disco gets underway. Paul and Laura both struggle with the 
revelation of his relationship to Graham in their own unique ways. Paul is still hoping to 
flee, and Laura is either propositioning men at random or retreating to the toilet to throw 
up. Becky is worried that someone else will tell Steve her secret before she gets the 
chance to, and Steve has worked himself into a depressed state over Becky's 
interactions with her ex, Lee. Will he learn the truth before he makes one assumption too 
many? (From the UK) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S)   

 
12:20 am PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news 

and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. (An 
SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
2:20 am NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics, 

business, culture, entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm The Witch Doctor Will See You Now - Peru: Hallucinogenic Healing - Piers Gibbon 

sets about uncovering the science and secrets of non-Western health treatments. He is 
joined by two volunteer patients as they experience a range of unusual treatments in a 
bid to find a cure to their illnesses. In this episode, Piers and the two volunteers test a 
range of unusual remedies sourced from the Peruvian jungle in a bid to use shamanic 
medicine to treat their medical issues. (From the US, in English and Spanish) 
(Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 4) (Rpt) PG(A,D)   

 
2:00 pm Toughest Place To Be A... - Binman - Three ordinary people with ordinary jobs take on 

an extraordinary challenge: clocking on with their local counterparts in some of the 
toughest destinations on the planet. Tonight, London binman Wilbur Ramirez heads to 
Jakarta, the vast mega-city that is the capital of Indonesia. For ten days Wilbur works with 
Imam, one of the army of semi-destitute binmen who collect rubbish in one of the biggest 
and fastest growing cities in the world. (From the UK, in English and Indonesian) 
(Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 3) (Rpt) M (L) CC   
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3:00 pm Arctic With Bruce Parry - Greenland - Adventurer Bruce Parry journeys to the far north 
of Greenland, home to the last traditional Inuit hunters. There, he experiences the 
realities of life - and death - on a seal hunt, and learns how climate change is threatening 
their ancient way of life. But while global warming is causing problems for the hunters, it 
is providing others with new opportunities. As the vast Greenland ice sheet melts, new 
mineral riches are being revealed. Bruce works with a mining team who are about to 
strike it big. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 5) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:00 pm Departures - North Korea: The Other Side - Scott and Justin are prepared for perhaps 

their greatest adventure to date, providing them with a rare glimpse inside the borders of 
this isolated country. (From Canada) (Documentary) (Rpt) G   

 
4:55 pm Years Of Living Dangerously - Revolt, Rebuild, Renew - Three stories provide insight 

into the economic costs and opportunities of global warming.  Jessica Alba meets three 
members of Climate Corps, an innovative MBA-focused program developed by The 
Environmental Defense Fund, as they try to convince America's top corporations that 
sustainability can actually boost their bottom lines. Having travelled to investigate drought 
in Syria, Pulitzer Prize-winner Thomas Friedman finds himself in Egypt to explore how 
what happens in the wheat fields of Kansas plays out on the volatile streets of Cairo. 
MSNBC’s Chris Hayes reveals an intimate story about life after Superstorm Sandy, with 
the most economically vulnerable trying to survive the impacts of climate change. (From 
the US) (Documentary Series) PG CC **Encore**  

 
6:00 pm Asterix And Obelix: Mission Cleopatra - Monica Bellucci joins Gérard Depardieu in the 

second madcap, live-action movie based on the much-loved French comic strip. A French 
blockbuster with lush visuals and impressive special effects. Riotous, silly fun. (From 
France, in French) (Comedy) PG **Premiere**   

 
7:55 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
9:00 pm Don't Tell My Mother I'm In... - Indonesia - In the season four premiere, Diego Bunuel 

and his team island hop through the worldʼs biggest archipelagic nation to find out what 
life is really like when you go off the grid in Indonesia. Diego begins his journey in Ache. 
This region suffered the greatest toll in the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami. Diego finds that 
much of the regional capital of Banda Aceh has been rebuilt, but not everything is the 
same. Sharia law has been increasingly enforced here since the natural disaster and 
today the “Vice and Virtue” police rule the streets. (From France, in English & Indonesian) 
(Documentary) PG CC **New Season**  
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9:50 pm No Limit - The series follows Vincent Libérati, an agent plagued with an incurable 
disease, who accepts an offer from a mysterious secret organisation to perform missions 
on French soil in exchange for an experimental treatment, which brings him closer to his 
temperamental teenage daughter Lola, his ex-wife Alexandra and his suspicious cop 
sister Juliette. (S.1,Ep.1) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(N,V,L)   

 
10:55 pm Movie: Viva Riva - Riva is a small time criminal who has just returned to his hometown in 

Congo with a major score: a fortune in hijacked gasoline. With wads of cash, Riva spends 
his time entranced by a beautiful girl he meets in a nightclub and escaping a relentless 
crime lord who is searching for his stolen gasoline. This vibrant film won awards around 
the world, and brings the city of Kinshasa to life on the screen as a melee of lawless 
shantytowns, bordellos and nightclubs. (From the Congo, in French & Lingala) (Movie) 
(Drama) MAV(V,S) **Premiere**  

 
12:40 am Toughest Place To Be A... - Train Driver - Simon Davies usually drives a high speed 

train between London and Manchester, but now he faces a very different challenge as he 
travels to Peru and one of the highest and steepest railway lines on the earth. Mining is 
the life blood of Peru and every day trains carry thousands of tons of metal ores down 
from huge mines in the high Andes. Simon has just days to learn how to handle a 
massive train down the spectacular and terrifying slopes. (From the UK, in English and 
Spanish) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) M (L) CC   

 
1:45 am Movie: My Name Is Juani - Juani dreams of becoming an actress but is stuck in a poor 

suburban village in Spain. She has problems at home and argues incessantly with her 
boyfriend, who cheats on her. Soon the limitations of her impoverished background 
become unbearable for Juani, and she and her best friend leave for Madrid in search of 
fame and fortune. Written and directed by Bigas Luna, and stars Verónica Echegui, Dani 
Martín and Laya Martí. (From Spain, in Spanish) (Comedy) (2006) (Rpt) MA (S,L)   

 
3:20 am CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    


